We study transformation properties of momentum space renormalization group transformations. The renormalization group transformations are composed of an integral over a high momentum eld with a scale transformation of a low momentum eld. As an example, we consider perturbations of a massless real euclidean free eld with a smooth momentum space regulator. We show that this renormalization group admits two equivalent formulations called the massless picture and the massive picture. In the massive picture, the renormalization group is shown to have a symmetry. The symmetry consists of global (space-time independent) scale transformations of the eld composed with a certain (gaussian) integral. We then translate the symmetry back to the massless picture. The relation between the symmetry and the notion of an anomalous dimension is brie y discussed.
Introduction
Momentum space renormalization group transformations 1] have a wide range applications, both in statistical physics and in euclidean quantum eld theory. We will restrict our attention to a basic class of models, to perturbations of a massless one component real scalar eld on euclidean space-time R D . The momentum space renormalization group comes in two equivalent versions, a di erential type and a discrete type. The dynamical equation is a functional di erential equation in the former and a functional integral in the latter case. We will display our main formulas parallel in both versions. As a very successfull application, we mention the elegant proofs of perturbative renormalizability 2, 3] . A key idea of the renormalization group is to sort models into universality classes. The universality classes are understood in terms of xed points and their invariant manifolds, which are properties of the transformation rather than properties of a speci c bare action. But there are as many renormalization groups as there are ways to regularize a eld theory. Therefore, a natural problem is to search for relations among di erent renormalization groups. Although this question is central in the understanding of universality, it has received little attention in the literature. See however 4]. The subject of this paper is a particular relation, the symmetry associated with global scale transformations. Although this paper will remain on a formal level, I will borrow convenient notation from mathematical renormalization theory, as for instance 5]. Since it may be unusual in eld theory, I will brie y explain my notation together with the setup.
Transformations of the following kind are tailor made to study perturbations of free massless elds. We consider e ective eld theories, with a unit ultraviolet cuto , 1 de ned by an e ective action S( ) = T( ) + V ( ), which consists of a kinetic term T( ) and an interaction V ( ) The kinetic term is a quadratic form T( ) = 1 2 ; 1 C 1 (1.1) and is given by a free propagator C 1 . We build the ultraviolet cuto into C 1 . 2 We will keep C 1 xed. The renormalization group will transform only V ( ). Any action can be written in this form, at the expense that the interaction V ( ) will in general contain another quadratic form
x 2 ) (x 1 ) (x 2 ) + higher vertices ; (1.2) which corrects C 1 . Of course, it will in general also contain higher vertices, for instance a 4 -interaction. To avoid confusion on an important point, let me emphasize that the interaction is understood as an e ective action and will in general include non-local JHEP10(1998)005
vertices. E ective actions are generated from bare actions by iterated renormalization group transformations. The Schwinger functions of this e ective eld theory are generated by the functional integral exp ? W(J) = R D exp ? ?S( ) + ( ; J) R D exp ? ?S( ) ; (1.3) where ( ; J) = R d D x (x) J(x). The theory is understood to be in in nite volume. 3 If C 1 is massive, and provided that V ( ) is well behaved, 4 then (1.3) can be analyzed by standard technology. The renormalization group comes into the play when C 1 is massless. It reduces the computation of (1.3) to an in nite sequence of massive integrals.
In perturbation theory, the Schwinger functions are computed as sums of connected Feynman diagrams built with the propagator C 1 and all the vertices V n (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) contained in V ( ). Although we do not intend to perform a perturbation expansion, we will think of V ( ) as a perturbation of the free theory, de ned by C 1 . rather than (1.4). 6 Z( ) will be normalized such that Z(0) = 1.
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theory, the e ective interaction has to be convoluted with a massless gaussian measure. The idea of the renormalization group is to decompose this problem into digestible pieces. The rst step is to decompose C 1 into two parts, a massive short distance part C L and a massless long distance remainder. Thanks to the convolution formula for gaussian measures, (1.7) then becomes a double integral, one integral over short distance uctuations and another integral over long distance uctuations. Consider the following particular decomposition, which uses a dilatation of the eld. Let C 1 (x; y) be decaying like a certain power of jx ? yj. Say, C 1 (x; y) is of the order O ? jx ? yj 2?D? at jx ? yj ! 1. We assume a unit ultraviolet cuto , built in as a smooth momentum space regulator, such that C 1 (x; y) is a regular function of jx ? yj at short distances. In this situation, the following renormalization group 3] is custom built to study the properties of (1.7). Let D L be the dilatation operator (whose transposed is) given by D T L (f)(x) = L 1? D+ 2 f ? x L . We decompose C 1 into
The dilatation operator is made such that the power like asymptotic tails of C 1 and its scaled version cancel each other. The result is a massive propagator C L (x; y) which is of the order O F jx?yj L at jx ? yj ! 1 with a rapidly decreasing function F(t). ( We will choose an exponential cuto where F(t) = e ? t 2 4 .) For C L (x; y) to be short ranged, the asymptotic of C 1 (x; y) and its scaled version (D T L C 1 D L )(x; y) = L 2?D? C ? x L ; y L have to agree. This condition determines the scaling dimension in the dilatation operator D L . One cannot decompose C 1 with an anomalous dilatation, unless one gives up that C L be short ranged.
The convolution formula for gaussian measures allows us to do the integral (1.7) in two steps. We have that
The short distance covariance C L has a unit ultraviolet cuto and an infrared cuto 1=L in momentum space. The long distance covariance has an ultraviolet cuto 1=L and no infrared cuto . Iterating this decomposition, one obtains a sequence of integrals over uctuations on longer and longer scales. The special decomposition (1.8) is self similar in the sense that all uctuation integrals obtained by iterating (1.9) are scaled versions of a single integral. Thus by rescaling low with D L , we obtain the transformation
of the perturbation Z( ). It de nes a representation of the semi-group of scale transformations with scale factor L > 1 on a suitable space of perturbations Z( ). (For L < 1, C L becomes negative.) Furthermore, it can be shown to perform a dilatation of the fully JHEP10(1998)005
integrated potential U( ). Various applications of renormalization transformations of this kind are reviewed in 6]. The subject of this paper is to study general properties of renormalization group transformations of the form (1.10). The subject is not to compute the renormalization group ow for a particular model. To save space, I nd it convenient to abbreviate (1.10) by (C L ; D L ). The meaning of this abbreviation is as follows. With the pair of operators (C L ; D L ), where C L is a short ranged covariance, and where D L is a dilatation, I associate the renormalization group transformation (1.10). The usefulness of this shorthand relies on the fact that the composition of two transformations of the form (1.10) is another transformation of this form.
We will show that the transformation given by (C L ; D L ) is equivalent to the transformation given by another pair (c L ; d L ). The equivalence is of the form We will then use the equivalence to translate the symmetry back to the massless picture. The composition of a renormalization group transformation, which scales by a factor L, and a symmetry transformation, which scales by a factor L 2 , de nes an anomalous scale decomposition of c 1 .
Inspired by the construction of a non-trivial 4 4; xed point in the planar approximation 8] and beyond it 5], we consider the renormalization group given by C 1 = F(?4; ) (?4) ?1+ 2 , where is a small parameter, and where F(?4; ) is a certain cuto function. We will argue that the two cases = 0 and 6 = 0 are di erent.
We will brie y discuss the relation between the anomalous dimension and the symmetry applying the concepts of 9] to this case. The anomalous dimension of the 4 4; xed point is by de nition zero.
Renormalization group { massless picture
We consider renormalization groups of transformations R(C L ; D L ), de ned by a pair of operators (C L ; D L ), where C L is a covariance, 7 D L is a dilatation, and L is a scale, with L > 1. Our starting point is a particular pair (C L ; D L ), which de nes the renormalization group in the massless picture.
Covariance C L
We start from a scale decomposition of the form (1.8). Let C L be the covariance operator, acting as a convolution C L (f)(x) = R d D y C L (x; y) f(y) in real space, whose kernel given by the fourier integral
Here b (p) is a cuto function, and is a small parameter (possibly zero). At = 0, the free theory corresponding to (2.1) is simply a regularized massless free eld. At 6 = 0, it is a statistical eld theory with long ranged kinetic term. We choose a euclidean (2.5) 7 The name covariance will be used as a synonym for a free propagator.
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The covariance C L is thus a two sided regularization of (?4) ?1+ 2 , with unit ultraviolet cuto and infrared cuto L ?1 (in units of mass). We included a parameter for the sake of generality, and to distinguish it from another parameter, the anomalous dimension to appear below. We will assume that D + > 2, so that (2.5) remains integrable in the infrared limit L ! 1.
Dilatation D L
When the infrared cuto is removed, (2.5) becomes a massless covariance C 1 = lim L!1 C L with a unit ultraviolet cuto . In this limit, (2.4) Conversely, C L is the di erence of C 1 and a scaled version of C 1 
To save space, we will use the operator notation C 1 As explained in the introduction, we associate a renormalization group transformation R(C L ; D L ) with the pair (C L ; D L ). It consists of a gaussian convolution with respect to C L , composed with a dilatation with respect to D L :
Here d C L ( ) denotes the gaussian measure with mean zero and covariance C L , de ned by R d C L ( ) e ( ;f) = e 1 2 (f;C L f) . The transformation acts on perturbations Z( ), which will be normalized such that Z(0) = 1.
Physical meaning of R(C L ; D L )
Admit a brief detour around the physical meaning of (2.11). We consider e ective quantum eld theories de ned by the covariance C 1 and an interaction V ( ) = ? log Z( ).
Their physical content is coded in the generating function
where Z( ) 9 is given by a convolution of Z( ) with d C1 ( ), divided by a normalization constant:
The Of course, this does not come as a surprise. I included this computation to emphasize that the semi-group property can be traced back to the algebra of the pair of operators de ning the renormalization group. Below, we will meet di erent pairs of operators which all satisfy this same algebra. Therefore all of them de ne semi-groups of renormalization transformations. serves to maintain the normalization condition Z(0) = 1.
Generator
In practical computations, Z( ) is inconvenient due to its bad locality properties.
There one prefers to work with the interaction V ( jL) = ? log Z( jL). Equation Notice that the di erential pair ( _ C; _ D) is independent of L. This is a characteristic feature of the rescaled renormalization group with. To summarize, the renormalization group associated with the pair of operators (C L ; D L ) comes in two equivalent formulations. In its discrete version, one deals with di erence equations. In its continuous version, one deals with di erential equations.
Renormalization group { massive picture
In this section, we show that the renormalization group de ned by the pair (C L ; D L ) is equivalent to a renormalization group de ned by another pair (c L ; d L ). 
Gaussian xed point
Transformation Q(C)
The multiplication of perturbations with gauss functions and the renormalization group transformation satisfy the following commutation law. Let C be an operator. Let Q(C) be the functional operator given by Q(C)(Z)( ) = e ? 1 2 ( ;C ?1 ) Z( ) : Which of the two pictures is better suited, depends on the kind of perturbation one is considering, whether it is functionally closer to the trivial xed point or to the gaussian xed point. In the hierarchical approximation for instance, the massive picture has proved to be better suited for an investigation of the non-trivial scalar xed point in three dimensions 7].
Symmetry { massive picture
In this section, we show that the renormalization group de ned by the pair (c L ; d L ) has a symmetry, the transformation de ned by yet another pair ( L ; L ).
Symmetry pair ( L ; L )
Let L be a scale, with L > 1. Let L and L be the operators given by L = ? 1 ? L ?2 c 1 ; L = L ?1 : 
Composed transformation
To obtain a better understanding of the symmetry transformation, we can study the composition of a renormalization group transformation and a symmetry transformation.
This composition turns out to be given by yet another pair. Let L 0 = L 2 , where parametrizes the symmetry transformation. (A special value of will be identi ed with the anomalous dimension.) Then we have that R(c L ; d L ) R( L 2 ; L 2 ) = R(c L; ; d L; ) ; and (4.15), analogous to (2.20) . We leave it to the reader, to write it down explicitely.
Symmetry { massless picture
In this section, we transform the symmetry R( L ; L ) to the massless picture. Recall that the change of pictures is the transformation Z( ) = Q(K ? )(z)( ) and that R(C L ; D L ) Q(K ? ) = Q(K ? ) R(c L ; d L ) :
To translate R( L ; L ) to the massless picture, we have to conjugate with Q(K ? ). From In the massless picture, the symmetry transformation therefore consists of two parts. One part is the transformation given by a pair of operators. The second part is the multiplication with a certain Gauss function. This term is essentially a kinetic term as we will see.
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5.1. A 0 , B 0 , C 0 , and C 00 for the symmetry Let A, B, and C be given by A = (1 ? L ?2 ) c 1 , B = L ?1 , and C = ?K ? . It follows that L = 1=(1 ? (1 ? L ?2 ) ) and thus A 0 = (1 ? L ?2 ) c 1 1 ? (1 ? L ?2 ) ; (5.4) B 0 = L ?1 1 ? (1 ? L ?2 ) ; (5.5) C 0 = L 2 ? 1 ? L 2 c 1 ; It describes the ow in the symmetry direction. Both together, plus an initial condition, are equivalent to the integral (5.15). The novelty as compared to the massive picture is the appearance of a kinetic term. JHEP10(1998)005
Anomalous dimension
This section contains a brief discussion of xed points with anomalous dimension based on the following hypothesis, adapted from 9] and 4]. See also the recent discussion in 11, 12] and references therein.
Fixed point (z ? ( ); )
We de ne a xed point z( ) (in the massive picture) with anomalous dimension as a xed point of R(c L ; d L ) R( L 2 ; L 2 ), the composition of renormalization group transformation R(c L ; d L ), which scales by a factor L, and a symmetry transformation R( L 2 ; L 2 ), which scales by a factor L 2 . The appropriate framework to analyze such a situation is to divide the space of perturbations into symmetry orbits and to consider the renormalization group on orbit space. A natural possibility is to consider one representative on each orbit by imposing a renormalization condition, which breaks the symmetry. Such a condition could be to demand the pre factor of the kinetic term in the interaction to be a given number. In the presence of a symmetry, the spectrum of a xed point should include a marginal operator, the direction of the symmetry.
A principal problem is the following. To make the xed point problem tractable, one has to truncate the space of interactions. Ideally, the truncation would be such that the symmetry leaves invariant the space of truncated interactions. Because then, the orbit construction can be done on the truncated space. If however the truncation breaks the symmetry, the topic of anomalous dimension is buried in the no-truncation limit, which is usually very di cult to analyze. The idea forwarded in 9] for this situation is to truncate in such a way that a marginal operator survives truncation. In other words that the truncations is such that at least di erentially the symmetry persists. The local approximation to the renormalization group unfortunately breaks JHEP10(1998)005 the symmetry, wherefore the concept of anomalous dimension loses its meaning in the local approximation, and in particular in the hierarchical renormalization group.
-model
Consider the xed point constructions 8] and 5] for the -model in this light. Their constructions work directly in the massless picture. When is non-zero, the situation is the following. If one restricts the renormalization group to vertices, which are C 1functions of the momenta, then the symmetry can be ruled out because it generates a non-C 1 kinetic term. In this situation, the authors consider an invariant subspace of the renormalization group, which is not invariant under the symmetry. Remarkably, the authors succeed to construct a non-trivial xed point in the C 1 -subspace. (For the planar approximation, this is perhaps not so surprising because the planar approximation itself also breaks the symmetry.) Such a non-trivial xed point is by de nition a xed point with anomalous dimension zero. If on the other hand one wants to investigate ows modulo the symmetry (as one has to in the case of non-zero anomalous dimension) then one cannot restrict the ow to C 1 -vertices in this model. Whether the -model has another xed point in this bigger space, I do not know. If this is the case, it would be very interesting to determine ( ). In the most interesting case, the three dimensional theory with = 0, the situation is di erent. There the symmetry preserves the property of analyticity in the momenta. Therefore it cannot be ruled out. A natural problem is to nd good truncation schemes for (6.1) and (6.2) and to determine by the condition that the spectrum of v ? ( ) have a marginal operator. An investigation of various schemes will be presented elsewhere.
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Recall the generators (4.11) and (4.12) of the renormalization group and the symmetry respectively. If we neglect the trivial normalization constants, the xed point problem becomes a linear eigenvalue problem r(z ? )( ) = ? 2 u(z ? )( ) (6.3) for r u ?1 . The meaning of the anomalous dimension is thus to be an eigenvalue. Equation (6.1) is just an exponentiated and thus non-linear form of (6.3). The analogous equations in the massless picture follow immediately from (5.15) and (5.16 ).
